
Exploration Tools inFormal Concept AnalysisGerd StummeTechnische Hochschule Darmstadt, Fachbereich MathematikSchlo�gartenstr. 7, D{64289 Darmstadt, stumme@mathematik.th-darmstadt.dec Springer-Verlag Berlin{Heidelberg 1995Summary: The development of conceptual knowledge systems speci�cally re-quests knowledge acquisition tools within the framework of formal concept analy-sis. In this paper, the existing tools are presented, and further developments arediscussed.1 IntroductionIn the last years conceptual data systems have been established as tools indata analysis (cf. Vogt and Wille (1995)). Based on the mathematical theoryof formal concept analysis (cf. Wille (1982), Ganter and Wille (1995)), theyallow to browse through the data and to explore interactively their concep-tual structure. Although conceptual data systems are already used withina broad �eld of applications, they have to be extended in order to makethem more exible. The extension of conceptual data systems to conceptualknowledge systems speci�cally includes the treatment of incomplete dataand updates as well as techniques for knowledge inference and knowledgeacquisition.In this paper we focus on techniques for knowledge acquisition. As theyare used for exploring incompletely known contexts we refer to them asexploration tools. Speci�cally, we discuss Attribute Exploration, Object Ex-ploration, Concept Exploration and Distributive Concept Exploration. Theproblem of e�cient knowledge acquisition appears quite natural in formalconcept analysis, and so the work on these tools began soon after the intro-duction of formal concept analysis by Wille (1980). Already in Wille (1982)the idea of Concept Exploration is discussed.All exploration tools presented in this paper are interactive procedures.This means that knowledge is not \learned automatically" by the machine,but has to be asked from an expert of the domain. This means that, con-cerning complexity, we are not interested in minimizing the calculation thathas to be done. What is more important is to minimize the number andcomplexity of questions the expert has to be asked.Formal concept analysis is a set-theoretical model for concepts that re-ects the philosophical understanding of a concept as a unit of thoughts1



consisting of two parts: the extent which contains all objects that belong tothe concept, and the intent which contains all attributes common to all theobjects (cf. Wagner (1973)). The basic notion which models the knowledgeabout a speci�c domain is the (one-valued) formal context. A formal contextconsists of a set of objects, a set of attributes, and a relation that indicateswhether an object has an attribute or not. The formal concepts can bederived from this context as described below. There is a natural order onthe formal concepts that reects the subconcept-superconcept-relation. Theadjective \formal" indicates that we do not talk about concepts of the realworld, but only about their counterparts in our model.In many applications the notion of one-valued contexts is too rigid tomodel the data adequately. Conceptual knowledge systems are often basedon many-valued contexts, in which the objects may have di�erent values foran attribute. However the exploration tools described in this paper applyonly to one-valued contexts; exploration tools for many-valued contexts havestill to be developed. Later in this paper we briey discuss the conceptionof Scale Exploration for exploring dependencies in many-valued contexts.We give now the mathematical de�nitions of (one-valued) contexts andconcepts: A (formal) context (G;M; I) consists of two sets G and M and arelation I between them. The elements of G and M are called objects resp.attributes, and (g;m) 2 I (or gIm) is read as \the object g has the attributem".For every set of objects A � G we de�ne the set A0 := fm2M jgImfor all g 2 Ag of all attributes shared by all objects in A. Dually the setB0 := fg2GjgIm for all m 2 Bg is the set of all objects having all attributesin B �M .A (formal) concept of the context (G;M; I) is a pair (A;B) with A � G,B �M , A0 = B, and B 0 = A. The set A is called the extent of the concept,the set B the intent. The hierarchical subconcept-superconcept-relation isformalized by (A1; B1) � (A2; B2) :()A1 � A2(() B1 � B2) :The set of all concepts of a context (G;M; I) together with this orderrelation is a complete lattice which is called the concept lattice of (G;M; I)(cf. Wille (1982)). This means that for every set of concepts there exist aunique largest subconcept (the in�mum) and a unique smallest superconcept(the supremum).The following example shows how the line diagram of a concept latticeunfolds the information contained in the underlying data context.Example. The context in Fig. 1 classi�es some pure chemical substances(cf. Mortimer (1983)). The objects in this example are the substances Cl, He,NaCl, H2O, HCl, and NaOH, and the attributes are \compound", \element",\(Br�onsted-) acid", \(Br�onsted-) base", \salt", \inert gas", and \halogen".2
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NaOH HCl NaCl Cl HeFigure 1: Context and concept lattice of pure chemical substancesThe small circles in the line diagram of the concept lattice stand for theconcepts. A circle labeled by an object g represents the concept with thesmallest extent containing g. A circle labeled with an attribute m representsthe concept with the smallest intent containing m. In general, the circle ofa concept is linked by a descending path to all the circles that are labeledby objects belonging to the extent of the concept, and by an ascending pathto all circles that are labeled by attributes belonging to the intent of theconcept. For example, the leftmost concept in the diagram has the objectsNaOH and H2O in its extent and the attributes \base" and \compound" inits intent. The whole information given by the context can though be readfrom the line diagram of its concept lattice: An object g has an attribute mif and only if there is an ascending path from g to m in the line diagram.2 Exploration ToolsIf a context is completely given, then there is no problem to calculate theconcept lattice (cf. Ganter (1987), Burmeister (1987)). In many applica-tions however we either do not have the complete knowledge of the domainin which we are interested or the context is too large to be completely given.As a context consists of the three components G, M and I, there are mainlythe following possibilities of incomplete contexts (Wille (1980)):1. The sets G and M are completely given, but not the relation I.2. G is incomplete,M is complete.3. G is complete,M is incomplete.4. Neither G nor M are completely given.In the �rst case, there is no exploration tool available up to now. Such atool depends on the way how the knowledge asked from the expert is repre-sented (e. g. implications, constraints, : : : ). In order to get an e�cient tool,dependencies between single entries in the relation I have to be considered,so that every answer in the interactive exploration dialogue determines morethan one entry. 3



In the second case we are not interested in completing the whole set G;it is su�cient to obtain information on \typical objects" which generate thewhole concept lattice. Attribute Exploration suggests implications betweenthe attributes to the expert. Every rejection of an implication has to bejusti�ed with a \typical object" as a counterexample.The third case is dual to the second one. As all de�nitions in formalconcept analysis are (at least up to now) dually symmetric in G and M ,we can just interchange them and then apply Attribute Exploration. So weobtain the Object Exploration, in which implications between the objectsare suggested to the expert, who | in case of rejection | has to give a\typical attribute" that separates the objects in premise and conclusion.Both attribute and object exploration are discussed in the next section,where also Rule Exploration as an extension of Attribute Exploration tohorn clauses in �rst order predicate logic is described.The fourth case (where neither G nor M are completely known) is moredi�cult to treat, as we do not have an obvious start as in cases 2 and 3.Concept Exploration starts from some \basic concepts" that are assumed tobe concepts of the (unknown) context. The expert has to answer questions ofthe form: \Is s a subconcept of t?", where s and t are lattice terms built withthe basic concepts. Negative answers have to be answered by an object andan attribute that separate the concepts. The result is the largest lattice thatcan be generated by the basic concepts with respect to the given answers.Principal and technical di�culties suggested an alternative approach namedDistributive Concept Exploration. These two exploration tools are describedin Section 4.3 Attribute Exploration, Object Explorationand Rule ExplorationAttribute Exploration can be used to determine the concept lattice of a con-text, where the set G of objects is either not completely known or too largeto be listed completely (G may even be in�nite). The implementation inBurmeister (1987) is based on the Next-Closure-Algorithm of B. Ganter(1987) which calculates a minimal set of implications, from which all otherimplications can be derived (Duquenne and Guigues (1986)). The programstarts by asking for the attributes (and eventually some objects) of the con-text. Then it suggests implications between the attributes to the expert.Either the expert accepts an implication or he gives another object thathas all attributes in the premise of the implication, but not all attributes inits conclusion. These objects are enough to determine the structure of theconcept lattice. The implications that are valid for these separating objectsare exactly those which are valid for all objects in the explored universe.4



P. Burmeister (1991) discusses how incomplete knowledge can be han-dled by the algorithm and gives two examples. In Stumme (1995b) is dis-cussed how the calculation of a minimal set of implications can be done withrespect to background implications which represent previously given know-ledge. There is also an example of an exploration given, where exceptionsare allowed. Other examples of Attribute Explorations are given in Ganter(1987), Ganter and Zickwol� (1994). A larger exploration is e. g. done byS. Reeg and W. Wei� (1990), who determined the dependencies between50 attributes of �nite lattices with Attribute Exploration. The context inFig. 1 results from an Attribute Exploration that started with the attributes\compound", \element", : : : , \halogen". Here we obtain for example the im-plication \base"!\compound", which in fact is valid for all pure chemicalsubstances.Rule Exploration is a generalization of Attribute Exploration by M. Zick-wol� that is able to treat relations between the objects of the �eld of interest(Zickwol� (1991), Ganter and Zickwol� (1994)). The attributes of the explo-ration context are positive literals of a �rst order language, and the objectsadded by the expert during the exploration are variable assignments to theobjects of the �eld of interest. The application of Attribute Exploration tothis speci�c context is called Rule Exploration. The resulting implicationsare then Horn clauses of the �rst order language describing the dependenciesbetween the relations on the objects of the �eld of interest.Object Exploration is used, when all objects of the context are given, butnot all attributes. It determines \typical attributes" that distinguish theobjects. This \structured brainstorming" (Wille) uses the same algorithmas Attribute Exploration, only objects and attributes interchange their roles.Object Exploration can for example be used for determining key wordsfor books. This has been done in a research project concerning literature ofinterdisciplinary technology research at the Technische Hochschule Darm-stadt. The exploration started with 20 books, for which distinguishing at-tributes were determined. The following is part of the exploration dialogue:[: : :]\Is Mayer-Abich ! IZ valid?"\No! Mayer-Abich is about \Philosophie", IZ is not."\Is Meyer-Abich, Zwick ! B�ohme, B�uhl, IZ, Kepplinger, Luthevalid?"\No! Meyer-Abich, Zwick, B�ohme, IZ, and Kepplinger are about\Verantwortungsethik", B�uhl and Luthe are not."\Is Meyer-Abich, Zwick ! B�ohme, IZ, Kepplinger valid?"\Yes!"[: : :] 5



An implicationA! B is valid if every attribute that is common to all booksin A is also common to all books in B. E. g. the last answer expresses thatthe experts did not �nd any attribute common to the two books written byMeyer-Abich resp. Zwick, which is not common to all three books of B�ohme,IZ, resp. Kepplinger.This example already shows that an exploration may request some e�orteven for a small number of objects. On the other hand one is often onlyinterested in attributes which distinguish the objects on a rather coarselevel | at least for the generation of keywords for a library. In this caseone could do an \Object Exploration with exceptions", where implicationsmay be accepted, even if there are contradicting attributes (cf. Stumme(1995b)). It is also promising to generalize Attribute Exploration (resp.Object Exploration) for partial implications (i. e. implications that are onlyvalid for a certain percentage of objects, Luxenburger (1993)).4 Concept Exploration and Distributive Con-cept ExplorationIn the last section Attribute and Object Exploration were discussed. Theseknowledge acquisition tools can only be applied if either the set of attributesor the set of objects is completely given. But what can we do if both setsare only partially given?P. Burmeister suggested to start with an attribute exploration with thegiven attributes, which extends the set of objects. A succeeding Object Ex-ploration on these objects extends the set of attributes. Both tools areapplied alternately until no more objects and attributes are added. Althoughit it is a natural approach, there are no experimental results so far.Another approach is the Concept Exploration. It is based on the obser-vation that \in many situations one has only a vague knowledge of a contextalthough many of its concepts are fairly clear" (Wille (1982)). ConceptExploration starts with these \fairly clear concepts" (called basic concepts)and follows the free generating process of lattices. It produces new conceptsby taking greatest common subconcepts and least common superconcept.The questions that have to be answered are essentially of the form: \Is sa subconcept of t?", where s and t are lattice terms built with the basicconcepts. Di�erent concepts are separated by an object and an attributegiven by the expert. This conception is already mentioned in Wille (1982).It is elaborated in Wille (1987) and Wille (1989a), were also examples can befound. U. Klotz and A. Mann (1988) further elaborated and implementedthe method. 6



There are some principal problems in using Concept Exploration, whichled to the development of another tool named Distributive Concept Explo-ration: Concept Exploration assumes that the exploration takes place in a| potentially given | context (which is sometimes called conceptual uni-verse to emphazise that the exploration is restricted to this context). Onehas to be sure that the basic concepts are really concepts of the conceptualuniverse before starting the exploration. As the example of a concept explo-ration in number-theory in Wille (1987) shows, this is not always obvious.Another problem is the interpretation of suprema in the resulting conceptlattice. It depends on the set of attributes that is assigned to the conceptualuniverse. In the number-theory exploration this set is well speci�ed, but innon-mathematical examples often \all possible attributes of the objects" areallowed. The suprema vary depending on how restrictive this \de�nition"is understood. The interpretation of in�ma on the other hand is generallyno problem, as it depends on the set of objects of the conceptual universe,which is usually already circumscribed by the name of the exploration (e. g.\an exploration of pure chemical substances" in the following example).Another problem is the fact that it is (at least theoretically) possiblethat a concept exploration does not end.1 For usual applications however(where the basic concepts are su�ciently related) this does not seem to bea serious problem.These di�culties led to the development of distributive concept explo-ration (cf. Stumme (1995a)). Here we understand the conceptual universein a more liberal way: The decision whether an object or attribute belongsto the universe or not is left to the expert. He is responsible for choosingappropriate objects and attributes. The questions appearing in the dialogueagain are essentially of the form: \Is s a subconcept of t?" with lattice termss and t; and if a question is denied, then again an object and an attributehave to be given which separate the two concepts.All we assume about the universe is that its attributes are closed underdisjunction. The in�mum of concepts corresponds to the conjunction of theattributes in their intents | and therefore it is natural to let the supremumcorrespond to the disjunction of the attributes. Then an object belongs tothe supremum of some concepts, if and only if it belongs to at least one ofthem (as it belongs to their in�mum, if and only if it belongs to all of them).This de�nition implies that the resulting concept lattices are alwayscompletely distributive, and we can bene�t from the richer mathematicalstructure of completely distributive complete lattices (instead of arbitrary(complete) lattices). Speci�cally we use tensor products and congruence re-1The lattice FL(3) that is freely generated by three elements is in�nite, and so a conceptexploration in the conceptual universe (FL(3),FL(3),�) with the three generators as basicconcepts cannot end. 7



lations on completely distributive complete lattices, which can e�ciently bedescribed by operations on contexts. This allows a more e�cient determi-nation of the questions for the exploration dialogue.Another advantage is the fact that the bottom element of the conceptlattice can now (as supremum of the empty set) be identi�ed with the con-cept \nothing", while in the general case only the top element (as in�mumofthe empty set) represents the concept \everything (in our �eld of interest)".The following example shows how the existence of the concept \nothing"supports the interpretation of the result.Distributive concept exploration subsequently adds the basic concepts.When the concept lattice generated by the �rst n basic concepts is deter-mined, the (n+1)th basic concept is added. Then the relationships of thealready given objects and attributes to the new basic concept are asked fromthe expert, before he has to answer to questions of the form \Is s a subcon-cept of t?", where s and t are lattice terms built with the basic concepts. Ifthe expert replies \No!", then he has to justify his answer by a separatingpair, i. e. an object g belonging to s an an attribute m belonging to t, suchthat g does not have the attribute m.Example. The concept lattice in Fig. 1 is the result of an Attribute Explo-ration. If we are interested in more details about pure chemical substances,then we can perform a Distributive Concept Exploration instead | nowwith \compound", \element", \acid", \base", \inert gas", and \halogen"as basic concepts. Here is that part of the dialogue which determines theconcept lattice generated by the �rst four basic concepts, when the conceptlattice generated by the �rst three basic concepts \compound", \element",and \acid" is already calculated:[: : :]\Is H2O a base?"\Yes!"\Is NaOH a base?"\Yes!"\Is He a base?"\No!"\Has every base the attribute `consists of two or more elements'?"\Yes!"\Is the in�mumof `element' and `base' a subconcept of the supre-mum of `compound' and `acid'?"\No! A separating pair is HCl and `cannot be split further insubstances or can receive protons'."\Is `compound' a subconcept of the supremumof `element', `acid',and `base'?"\No! A separating pair is NaCl and `cannot be split in further8



substances or can exchange protons'."[: : :]The concept lattice generated by all seven basic concepts is shown inFig. 2. It is drawn as a nested line diagram (Wille (1989b)), in which the 55small circles represent the concepts. Every thick line between two ellipseshas to be replaced by �ve lines between the corresponding concepts. Theseparating pairs are indicated by similar symbols (e. g. NaCl and `cannot besplit in further substances or can exchange protons', which is a separatingpair for \salt" (with symbol ) and the supremum of \base", \acid", and\halogen"(with symbol )).The concept lattice resulting from Attribute Exploration is in�mum-embedded in this lattice. Additionally we obtain concepts which can onlybe reached from the basic concepts by taking suprema. In general there mayalso be an additional top and a bottom element.We can now see in the diagram that there exists no \base" that is also a\salt" (because the in�mum of these two concepts is the concept \nothing")| unlike in the concept lattice resulting from Attribute Exploration, whereit is possible that the lowest concept has a non-empty extent. We can alsosee, if some concepts cover a common superconcept or not: For example,there are other compounds than bases, acids, and salts (e. g. CO2), becausethe supremum of \base", \acid", and \salt" is unequal to \everything".From the fact that the supremum of \compound" and \element" is thetop element (the concept \everything") and the in�mum is the bottom el-ement (the concept \nothing") of the lattice, we can deduce that the purechemical substances can be divided in two disjunctive classes \compound"and \element". The whole lattice is thus the direct product of the �ve-element concept lattice which is generated by the concept \element" andits subconcepts \inert gas" and \halogen" (with \everything":=\element")and the eleven-element concept lattice which is generated by the concept\compound" and its subconcepts \base", \acid", and \salt" (with \every-thing":=\compound"). These two concept lattices are shown in Fig. 3.The concept lattices resulting from Distributive Concept Explorationsare often \blown up at the top", e. g. the basic concepts are usually placedin the lower half of the lattice. This results from the fact that all possibleunions of concept extents are built. The advantage is that one can see ifa concept is covered by some of its subconcepts or not. However a lot ofconcepts may be generated, which are not really interesting. In this caseone should consider to split up the exploration in two or more explorationson suitable subsets of basic concepts as, e. g., in Fig. 3.In the existing examples of Concept Explorations, where the set of at-tributes is only vaguely �xed (\all possible attributes of the objects"), theresults are mainly the same when distributive concept exploration is applied.9
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context. Usually there is one scale for every many-valued attribute. A scaleis a one-valued context whose objects are the values of the many-valuedattribute. Its attributes determine how the values are interpreted.Scales can be combined to larger scales. The most natural combination isdone by the semi-product2. It produces the scale that respects all dependen-cies in the single scales, but no dependencies between them. The latter oneshave then to be asked from an expert in an e�cient way. This approach isanalogous to Distributive Concept Exploration, where we also �rst calculatethe lattice that respects all dependencies between the �rst n basic concepts,but no dependencies between them and the (n+1)th one. The latter onesare again determined by the answers of the expert.For the concept lattices of the scales the exploration basically correspondsto calculating their direct product on which then a (meet-semilattice) con-gruence relation is determined. In this view Attribute Exploration is just aspecial case of Scale Exploration.Exploration tools in formal concept analysis are able to treat incompleteknowledge and they yield criteria for the completeness of the acquired knowl-edge. The fact that explorations of a larger domain request some e�ort fromthe experts indicates the complexity of the explored domain. Often howevercomplete knowledge about all dependencies in the domain is not required.It would be su�cient to obtain complete knowledge only about parts of thedomain. Therefore it is interesting to extend the exploration tools such thatthey support the splitting of the exploration in suitable parts, as we didfor the chemical substance exploration in Fig. 3. The possibility of combin-ing di�erent tools (both from inside and outside of formal concept analysis)should also be supported.ReferencesBurmeister, P. (1987): Programm zur formalen Begri�sanalyse einwertigerKontexte. Technische Hochschule Darmstadt (Latest version 1995 for AtariST and MS DOS)Burmeister, P. (1991): Merkmalsimplikationen bei unvollst�andigem Wissen.In: W. Lex (ed.): Arbeitstagung Begri�sanalyse und K�unstliche Intelligenz.Informatik{Bericht 89/3, TU Clausthal, 15-46Duquenne, V. and Guigues, J.-L. (1986): Familles minimales d' implica-tions informatives resultant d' un tableau de donn�ees binaires. In: Math.Sci. Humaines 95, 5{182Which \is a direct product in the category of all contexts (scales) with the scalemeasures as morphisms" (Ganter et al. (1986)).12
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